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OBJECTIVE
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The Color Expert workshop will teach you the secrets to creating

custom colors and offering the latest techniques.

The Color Expert workshop will help you:

- develop your color service to achieve excellence

- offer creative custom techniques

- master technical situations through colorimetry, bleached bases 

and all the secrets of how to carry out successful transformations.



INTRODUCTION
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To offer creative techniques and develop your hair color 

services, it is important to master all of the concepts of 

colorimetry.



POSITIONING OF CONCEPTS

OXIDATION

TONE/TONE

Demi-Permanent 

Service

BLEACHING

DEMI-

PERMANENT

Direct hair color 

FOR WHOM? ITS ACTION? ITS LIMITS?

- Offers up to 100% gray 

coverage 

- For women who want to lift 

their natural color 2-3 levels

- For women who want to 

intensify their natural color 

- Boosts shine 

- No visible root regrowth, with

minimal maintenance

- Use when the hair fiber is 

overly sensitized

- Revives hair color 

- Use after a chemical service

- Wakes up natural color

- Use for lifting of more than 

4 levels

- For highlights 

- Lifts up to 3 levels (warm 

shades) 

- Will not lift another

oxidative color treatment

- Does not lift a natural 

shade

- Does not modify shade 

level

- For lifting up to levels

Permanently modifies

natural pigmentation

- Superficially modifies a 

natural shade

- Gives hair a glossy finish 

- Masks gray hair

- Gets rid of pigments 

completely

- Distributed onto hair scale 

layers



Different results, different concepts

POSITIONING OF CONCEPTS



NUANCES: 

NUMBERING

SHADE LEVELS: 

1

Black

3

Dark brown

4

Brown

5

Light brown

7

Blonde

6

Dark blonde

8

Light blonde

9

Very light blonde

10

Platinum

1

Ash
2

Iridescent

3

Golden

4

Copper

6

Red
5

Mahogany

8

Mocha



NUMBERING
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Secondary nuanceColor Level

MAIN NUANCE

MahoganyBrown

Golden

4*35

……
…

0 before the main nuance
= Understated

nuance

Very light iridescent natural blonde

9*02
…

7*40

4*22

= Intensified 

nuance

= Deep nuance

0 after the main nuance

Identical double number

Intense copper blonde

Deep violet brown

…
…

Neutral Natural
N

Ultra-lightening 

with no gray hair1000

Special ultra-

lightening shade

up to 60% gray hair coverage
2000



COLORIMETRY 
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How to:  

- Neutralize

- Remove color 

- Pre-pigment 

Glaze Colorimetry
Bleached 

base

carmen.pptx
carmen.pptx
blushsatinegel.pptx
yzae.pptx
blushsatinec.pptx
carmenchroma.pptx
carmenSE.pptx
Carmen Ton sur Ton.pptx
bain de lumiere.pptx
colorimetrie.pptx
fondéco.pptx

